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Field Studies in the Construction and Evaluation
of Recommendation Systems in Software
Engineering
Ayşe Tosun Mısırlı, Ayşe Bener, Bora Çağlayan, Gül Çalıklı and Burak Turhan

Abstract One way to implement and evaluate the effectiveness of recommendation
systems for software engineering is to conduct field studies. Field studies are important as they are the extension of the laboratory experiments into real life situations of
organizations and/or society. They bring greater realism to the phenomenon that is
under study. However, field studies require following a rigorous research approach
with many challenges attached, such as difficulties in implementing the research
design, achieving sufficient control, replication, validity and reliability. In practice,
another challenge is to find organizations who are prepared to be experimented on.
In this chapter, we provide details regarding step-by-step process in the construction
and deployment of recommendation systems for software engineering in the field.
We also emphasize three main challenges (organizational, data, design) encountered
during field studies in both general and specific to software organizations.

1 What is a Field Study?
Field studies have been a well established research methodology in social sciences
for a long time. Field study is defined as a study that takes place in natural enviAyşe Tosun Mısırlı
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ronment of the subject of the study rather than in a laboratory environment, and it
involves observations, experiments, and interactions with participants. Field studies
focus on what really matters for practice in setting the research agenda [22]. In this
sense, field studies are critical to understand the problems in practice to come up
with solutions that can be turned into action by the practitioners.
In this section, we initially present different philosophical views, research methodologies, data collection and analysis methods that must be determined at the beginning of a field study. Later, we provide a recipe for readers who are interested in
building and deploying a recommendation system for software engineering by explaining the main steps and considerations.

1.1 Understanding the problem in the field
Next generation of empirical research in software engineering needs to focus more
on producing actionable outcomes. Software development is one of the domains that
complex interactions among the product, the process that enables the creation of the
product and the people who create the product and the processes take place. In this
complex environment, there are many uncertainties and blind spots that need to be
covered. Software continuously changes, and as it changes, it becomes increasingly
unstructured. Software engineering is hard, merely because the product is flexible,
intangible and complex. On the other hand, software engineering is one of the rare
fields where academic research overlaps with the needs of industry. Depending on
the research question, a field study in a software organization may involve observing people or processes, reviewing code or documentation, collecting metrics, interviewing people, and making a qualitative, quantitative or mixed analysis.
Software engineering is challenging by its nature, and it is the very same nature
that makes software engineering a data rich domain in terms of the artefacts and
decisions made daily. Therefore, there are already many recommendation systems
to assist software professionals in various activities, and new ones keep emerging to
address the needs arising from ever evolving, complex and heterogeneous nature of
software systems [37]. Recommendation systems in software organizations are built
to support decision making under uncertainty and to ease the delivery of a task or
a process. The output of a recommendation system is used by all levels of a development team to overcome technical challenges, i.e., to efficiently manage/organize
technical resources, to improve the quality of their work, to find and solve problems in the process, or the code itself. As recommendation systems mature, they
eventually become the corporate history with their capabilities of simple and complex data analysis techniques. In this sense, recommendation systems for software
engineering are good examples of field studies in this domain.
Conducting field studies are advantageous both for researchers and software
practitioners. With field studies, researchers are able to understand the domain, main
challenges for practitioners during software development, collect real data and propose simple solutions through different types of recommendation systems depend-
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ing on the problem. Practitioners, on the other hand, can benefit from field studies,
more specifically from the outputs of field studies in the form of recommendation
systems, measurement repositories, etc. These systems can address common (e.g.
code completion [4]), as well as specific problems (e.g. prediction of code pieces
that require performance improvement [19]) faced by software practitioners in the
field, and guide them in cases where the experience of the user is insufficient to
make a justified decision, or the required data processing is intractable/ infeasible in
terms of time and resources.
In general, benefits of recommendation systems in software engineering field
is time and effort reduction for accomplishing the task at hand. Depending on the
specific problem, this saving can vary from minutes (e.g. API Discoverability in
[14], Debug Advisor in [2]) to months (e.g. Performance debugging in [19]) scale. In
addition to the direct benefit of time and effort reduction, recommendation systems
also have indirect benefits during field usage, e.g. increased developer productivity
[4], faster development and maintenance cycles [14, 19], improved bug fixing [2],
more accurate fault localization [3], and reduced workload and information overload
[21].
Designing and conducting a field study need to follow a consistent process. In the
next subsections, we will briefly explain this process step-by-step for researchers
who would like to initiate a field study in a software organization, as well as for
practitioners who are the main participants of a field study in deciding the research
methodology and data collection methods.
1.1.1 Research Philosophies
The research process involves deciding on which methodologies and methods to be
employed and how a researcher would justify the choice and use of the methodologies and methods. Crotty proposes a framework that combines methods, methodologies, theoretical perspectives and epistemologies [10]. Method is defined as the
techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data related to research questions or hypothesis. Methodology is defined as the strategy, plan of action process or
design behind the choice and use of particular methods and linking the choice and
use of methods to the desired outcomes. Theoretical perspective is the philosophical
stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context for the process and
grounding its logic and criteria. Epistemology is the theory of knowledge embedded
in theoretical perspective and thereby the methodology. In other words, epistemology helps the researcher to determine his/ her theoretical perspective, then the theoretical perspective determines the methodology, and then the methodology follows
the usage of methods that are consistent with the methodology.
Some researchers refer to epistemology by using different terminologies. Creswell
calls it “worldviews”, meaning “a basic set of beliefs that guide action” ([9], p.6;
[16], p.17). Others call it “research paradigms” [25, 30], and “broadly conceived research methodologies” [35]. Table 1.1.1 presents different classifications of world-
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views, which is adopted from Creswell [9], and modified with examples from software engineering for different research designs.
Before any empirical research begins, a researcher needs to decide what his/
her worldview is depending on the nature of the research question they have. Then
the researcher will decide which methodology to employ that is consistent with the
worldview he/ she has. Next the research methods that is consistent with the methodology chosen will be determined. In empirical software engineering research, for
example, if a constructivist approach is taken, researcher formulates a hypothesis or
question to test, then observes the situation, abstracts observations into data, then
analyses the data and draws conclusions with respect to tested hypothesis. In building a recommendation system for software engineering, if we take a qualitative
approach we would observe how software teams work, understand the processes,
collect data through interviews, interpret the data we gathered and then build a recommendation system to help practitioners determine the project cost or understand
the reasons for a defect/issue so that the recommendation system creates an agenda
for change in the process or team structure or both.
Research Designs
Philosophical
assumptions
The strategies of inquiry
Methods

Practices
search

of

Qualitative Approaches
Constructivist/ Advocacy/ Participatory
Phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography, case study &
narrative
Open-ended questions, emerging approaches, text or image
data

Re•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Position him- or herself
Collect participant meanings
Bring personal values into
the study
Study the context or setting
of participants
Validate the accuracy of
findings
Make interpretations of the
data
Create an agenda for change
or reform
Collaborate with the participants

Quantitative Approaches
Post-positivist

Mixed Method Approaches
Pragmatic

Surveys & experiments

Sequential, concurrent, & transformative

Closed-ended questions, prede- Both open- and closed-ended questermined approaches, numeric tions, both emerging and predeterdata
mined approaches, & both quantitative and qualitative data and analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test and verify theories or
explanations
Identify variables to study
Relate variables in questions
or hypotheses
Uses standards of validity
and reliability
Observe and measures information numerically
Use unbiased approaches
Employ statistical procedures

•
•
•
•
•

Collect both quantitative and
qualitative data
Develop a rationale for mixing
Integrate the data at different
stages of inquiry
Present visual pictures of the
procedures in the study
Employ the practices of both
qualitative and quantitative research

Example implemen- Cost/Development effort estima- Predictive models using regres- Hybrid Bayesian models, Casetations in software tion models, Rule-based models sion analysis or data mining
based reasoning
engineering research

Table 1 Research Designs as World-views, Strategies and Methods, adopted from [9]
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1.1.2 Research Methodologies
Research methodologies or strategies of inquiry can be qualitative, quantitative or
the combination of the two [9].
In quantitative research there is a controlled setting for research, and the subject
is an object of the research. Research designed is fixed and the researcher is outside
of the setting. The emphasis is on reliability and generalizability.
In qualitative research there is complex and real world setting for the research.
Subject is participant in the research process. Research design evolves and the researcher is inside the setting. The emphasis is on validity of the research. There are
different types of qualitative research strategies as shown in Table 1.1.1.
Field studies in software engineering in the context of building recommendation
systems should consider employing more qualitative research approaches to gain
insights and sufficiently reflect domain knowledge. Qualitative approaches such as
case studies would help building local models so that we can use quantitative approaches (i.e. statistics, data mining) to generalize for other settings.
1.1.3 Research Methods
Research methods involve data collection, analysis, interpretation and presentation of results. Depending on the methodology chosen by the researcher, research
method will differ. Quantitative methods require that empirical investigation is
based on statistical, mathematical models, and computational techniques. Qualitative methods, on the other hand, are based on observations, interviews, surveys with
open ended questions to find themes and patterns for interpretation.
In summary, selecting a particular research design is based on the research problem. If the problem calls for explanation or theory testing, then quantitative approach is appropriate. If the problem calls for exploration and understanding of the
phenomena, then qualitative approach is appropriate. If the problem is such that one
approach alone would not be sufficient to address, then mixed methods are appropriate [9]. Field studies in the context of recommendation systems may employ either
research design. In the literature, both quantitative and qualitative research design
is employed in building a recommendation system. In most cases, a recommendation system takes quantitative and qualitative data, uses data mining techniques and
predictive analytics to make a recommendation and then, the system is further calibrated with expert feedback (qualitative data again) such that the recommender system and the expert (developer, tester, manager, etc.) work in collaboration to better
understand and deal with the complexities of current systems [39].
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1.2 Conducting Field Studies: Step by Step Design Process
A recommendation system typically goes through several iterations of five steps
in a field study: Planning and negotiation, data collection and analysis, technology
development (initial prototype of the recommendation system), calibration and deployment. In this section, we describe these steps and how each step evolves in
a field study by giving real examples from the literature. Since there is an active
collaboration between researchers and practitioners in a field study, we define technology development as a combined activity with calibration, under ”building the
recommendation system”. Table 1.2 summarizes five main phases for building recommendation systems in software engineering, and important tasks that need to be
considered for each phase in conducting field studies.
Phase
I: Planning and negotiation

II: Data collection & analysis

III & IV: Building the
recommendation system and
local calibration
V: Deployment of the
recommendation system

Main considerations
- Identify business goals, challenges during software development
- Align objectives of field study with practitioners’ expectations
- Define roles and responsibilities of parties
- Initial negotiation between researchers and practitioners
on the input, functionality, output of a recommendation
system
- Select data collection technique(s): Direct, indirect, independent, or mixed
- Select data analysis technique(s) depending on the selection above: Quantitative, qualitative, or mixed
- Involvement of software practitioners into the discussion
of data accuracy and analysis
- Design the system in terms of input, recommendation engine, output
- Implement the recommendation engine
- Select type of experiment(s) for performance evaluation:
Offline, user stories, online
- Integrate with existing systems: Standalone or plug-in
- Improve the system continuously through user feedback:
Post-usage calibration

Table 2 Main steps in construction and evaluation of recommendation systems in software engineering

1.2.1 Phase I: Planning and negotiation
Field studies are particularly useful in the context of recommendation systems, since
the aim is to propose a practical solution to a real challenge in software organizations, and ultimately, to deploy this solution as a tool into existing systems. To
accomplish this, initial steps of a field study should be identifying business goals,
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long-term and short-term strategies and the challenges in a software organization.
Then, these business goals should be mapped to research questions of researchers
explicitly.
During this step, direct interaction with software practitioners is very essential.
Interactions through brainstorming sessions, formal or informal interviews, and observations of existing development environments that show patterns of activities,
goals and rationales are valid to understand the needs of practitioners.
In a longitudinal field study conducted by Tosun et al. [47], a defect prediction
model was built for a large scale software organization in order to improve software
quality by effectively allocating testing resources. Authors presented that they made
kick-off meetings with the senior management, project leads and members of development team to identify business needs and challenges in development life cycle.
Research goals of the field study were also aligned with management expectations
and the roles and responsibilities of both parties (researchers and practitioners) were
clearly defined.
In [32], authors conducted a field study in a large software development organization, where they built a recommendation system to locate people with desired
expertise throughout large parts of software product. At the beginning, interviews
were done with geographically distributed development groups in order to learn the
existing problem and expectations from a recommendation system. Based on the interviews, authors realized that the existing techniques for finding experts are highly
uncertain and time consuming and they imposed a burden on certain individuals (Often, they were software architects). So, a simple recommender system that locates
the obvious expert was not desired. After initial interviews, the objective of this
recommendation system (Expertise Browser) was set as escalating new developers
apart from architects and allowing users to find expertise through guidance.
After identifying the problem, negotiation with practitioners should be made regarding the input required to feed the recommender system, functionalities of the
system, the output given as a recommendation, and a detailed planning, i.e., the time
that will be spent for data collection, analysis and deployment. Field studies require
frequent communication between researchers and practitioners in every step, such
as “data collection, building the recommendation engine, and reporting with an interface”. To avoid disappointment or dissatisfaction about the final output, initial
project planning meetings should be taken seriously.
1.2.2 Phase II: Data collection & analysis
Data collection strategies: There are different data collection strategies based on
research questions defined before conducting a field study. Singer et al. [40] extensively discussed a series of data collection techniques for conducting a field study
and their advantages/disadvantages (see Chapter 1). According to authors’ taxonomy, there are direct, indirect and independent data collection techniques which
differ from each other in terms of how much contact is required between researchers
and practitioners.
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Generally, direct techniques require more resources (e.g. interviews, brainstorming sessions [40]), since they involve the highest amount of interaction with the
practitioners, but the volume of data collected with these techniques is often small
to medium. Indirect techniques, on the other hand, help to gather data from instrumenting systems that development team actively uses (e.g. how frequently a tool
is used, timing underlying different activities, commands developers write if available) and they build an indirect relation between practitioners and researchers. These
techniques require very little time from software practitioners and hence, they are
appropriate for longitudinal studies.
There are also independent techniques which aim to collect the output and byproducts of development without intervention of software practitioners. Example
outputs are source codes, documentations, whereas by-products are work requests,
change logs, build and configuration management tools (data repositories). Data
collected through independent techniques can be then transformed to inputs of recommendation systems.
Recommendation systems in software engineering (RSSE) have become more
popular with the usage of publicly available data, such as source code and other
repositories, often collected with indirect and independent techniques [37]. Direct
techniques, such as interviews and surveys with practitioners, are also preferred
during evaluation of prototypes of recommendation systems. With the adoption of
common software development interfaces, such as Bugzilla for issue management
and Eclipse as a development and tool integration platform, it has become easier to
adopt indirect techniques for data collection in field studies. For example, Eclipse
Metrics plug-in can be used to gather object oriented metrics from the source code
and make recommendations on product quality [15]). Another Eclipse plug-in, CPD
(or Copy Paste detector), automatically collects copy-paste patterns from the source
code to make recommendations on duplicated code [8]. In [37], authors gave other
examples for different recommendation systems with examples of independent techniques, i.e., embedded plug-ins, for data collection. For more information about
mining software repositories, readers can check the proceedings of MSR conference (http://2013.msrconf.org/history.php).
There are also stand alone applications as all-in-one systems including both independent and indirect data collection techniques, analysis and recommendation
engines. Caglayan et al. [5] proposed Dione as a stand alone metric extraction and
recommendation tool. Dione collects raw data by connecting to source code and
issue repositories in a software organization, transforms them into metrics representing software artefacts including process, product, people, and it recommends
list of defect-prone modules in the source code.
Other RSSE such as locating people with desired expertise in a particular area
of the code (Expertise Browser [32]) uses a mixed data collection approach. The
tool automatically collects data from change management systems. Additionally,
authors also conducted interviews (one of the direct techniques) with practitioners
to evaluate whether the expertise recommended by the tool is aligned with the expertise assigned to people by their peers. Similarly, Anvik and Murphy [1] built a
recommender system to reduce bug triage efforts in a field study and evaluated the
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performance by using direct data collection techniques, such as questionnaires and
post-usage interviews.
Data Analysis Techniques: There are book chapters (see [53], [40]) and journal papers (see [24]) explaining qualitative and quantitative data analysis techniques
that are widely used in conducting any type of empirical software engineering research. Seaman explained qualitative data analysis for exploratory, confirmatory or
grounded theory studies and for visualization (Chapter 2 in [40]), whereas Rosenberg defined the measurement process of quantitative data and alternative data analysis techniques for description, comparison or prediction (Chapter 6 in [40]). Wohlin
et al. [53], on the other hand, focused on quantitative data analysis in three steps of
a controlled experiment: descriptive statistics, reducing the data set (i.e., data cleaning/processing) and hypothesis testing.
In field studies, depending on research questions and data collection methodology, researchers should choose data analysis techniques that are best suited. If direct
techniques are used in the form of interviews, focus groups, surveys, etc., rigorous
analysis is necessary and it often requires more time and effort than expected (e.g.
coding all responses in a survey to measurable units). In this case, researchers also
have the possibility to perform data analysis in parallel with data collection as soon
as significant amount of data has been collected [40]. However, if indirect or independent techniques are chosen, depending on research questions and hypotheses
formed at the beginning of research, quantitative analysis techniques, such as appropriate statistical tests (considering distributional assumptions of data) and data
cleaning algorithms (noise detection or removal) should be used [53].
As a final point, in the context of recommendation systems, it is generally more
important and useful to discuss the results of data analysis with practitioners in the
field. Practitioners can tell researchers whether analysis results are accurate portrayals of the existing situation or whether they are potential outliers or noise in
the original data. This also helps researchers choose appropriate analysis techniques
and algorithms when building the systems.
For more detailed explanation of data analysis, we suggest readers to read Yin’s
book on case study research [55], or [53, 40] to see quantitative versus qualitative
techniques in software engineering, or [24] to choose a data collection method in
field studies and decide the best analysis techniques by considering the advantages
and disadvantages of the selected method.
1.2.3 Phases III & IV: Building the recommendation system and local
calibration
Before building a recommendation system in the field, researchers should rigorously work on the design in terms of input provided to the system, output that will
be produced, and the engine which is the core part of the system calculating the
recommendations. In this subsection, we will define these dimensions and give examples about their implementation from recommendation systems in the field.
Robillard et al. [37] defines input and output dimensions as follows:
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• Input is the context of recommendation system that is provided by the user explicitly or extracted from system implicitly.
• Output is the recommendation that will be produced by the system, and it can
have two types: Pull mode, i.e., producing the output when it is requested by
the developer (run only when the user asks for it), Push mode, i.e., producing
continuous output (continuous and up-to-date feedback as new data comes).
In a field study, input and output modes are often specified through initial negotiations with practitioners, i.e., based on real users’ specific needs, how much
novelty or risk they are seeking, and in what granularity or frequency they want to
get recommendations. However, these can be rough estimates at Phase I, or subject to change during phase IV (calibration) based on practitioners’ experimentation
with the system and opinions after usage.
Recommendation engine, on the other hand, is the real intelligence provided by
researchers during Phase III. This dimension mainly consists of data gathering and
analysis, implementation of a model with predictive power, and selection of a ranking algorithm that systematically lists recommendations from the most valuable to
the least. According to Shani and Gunawardana [38], the engine can be tested in
several ways: Offline, user studies, online.
• Offline: This type of experimentation is done without user interaction, using existing data sets from public data repositories, open source systems or using a
pre-collected data set from a software organization. The accuracy of the system, i.e., prediction accuracy like defect detection capability in [47], is initially
evaluated during offline experiments. In doing so, researchers assume that data
available is similar enough to what will be provided after the system is deployed.
Offline experiments are useful to test a set of candidate algorithms with a lower
cost compared to the other ways of experimentation.
• User studies: These are conducted by selecting a small group of subjects to use
the system or a pilot project (component) among many projects (components
of a large project) in a software organization. While users perform their tasks,
researchers may record users’ behaviours, collect any quantitative statistics and
gather feedback after the usage [38].
For example, in [14], a recommendation system called APIExplorer was evaluated through a pilot study with 32 sessions of participants. APIExplorer is developed as a feature in Eclipse IDE that discovers and recommends methods of
types in APIs that are not directly reachable from the types developers are currently working with. During this pilot usage, real life APIs were selected to see
how the model would perform if it were deployed, and it was calibrated with both
algorithm refinements and user feedback.
Another example for user studies can be found in [47], where a defect prediction
model was executed on a group of projects in a large software system, and based
on its prediction accuracy, i.e. high false alarm rates, it was calibrated by adding
new information (churn metrics) from the repositories before deployment.
A similar methodology is applied by Guo et al. in [18], in which an automated
recommendation system detecting code smells (symptoms of poor programming
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practices) in the source code was proposed by tailoring code smell definitions
based on domain specific information. Authors conducted a focus group study
with an industrial partner which includes 3 professionals from the maintenance
team and asked them in a panel to give their feedback. Based on these feedback
sessions, the tool was modified with adding new smell definitions. This process
was iterated with model calibration until there were no longer suggestions by
professionals.
• Online: This type of evaluation is done when the system is used by real users that
perform real tasks. It is most trustworthy to compare different ranking algorithms
online, learn user’s context or evaluate user interface, yet not very easy to apply
with real users in a software organization. Online evaluation are by nature feasible after the recommendation system is deployed. For example, a code completion recommendation system can incorporate two different algorithms (providing
two different recommendations) and randomly switch between them while software developer is using the IDE, and at the same the system can log user interaction (i.e., to learn which algorithm’s recommendation is useful) for calibration.
One example for online experiments is reported in [54], which proposed a recommendation system called CodeBroker to locate and propose reusable components
by using developers’ partially written programs. The system build user models,
and implicitly updates them when it observes that software developers reuse a
component during programming. Components that have been reused more than
X times by a developer are considered as well known and they are not recommended to the developer anymore.
1.2.4 Phase V: Deployment of the recommendation system
Deployment is hard and it requires trust to the recommendation system. Therefore,
we have seen very few examples in the literature showing evaluations based on
deployed models and real usage after conducting a field study. Main points in the
process of deployment can be summarized as follows:
• Integration with existing systems: Depending on the design of a recommendation
system, it can operate either independently as a standalone application (e.g. [5])
or as a plug-in (e.g. [21, 14]) closely attached to development environments or
other systems that are actively used in software organization. In both cases, the
system should be fed with data required for operation. Therefore, as the first step
before deployment, all systems which a recommendation system communicates
with should be clarified by discussing with development teams. Often, this communication has been handled during a pilot study, but scaling up to large systems
may need a new design.
For example, in [21], a tool, Mylar, is presented that aims to improve the productivity by monitoring programmer’s activity through filtered and ranked information presented in a development environment. Authors validated the performance of Mylar in a longitudinal study and the deployed version has currently
been in use by thousands of programmers. During integration, authors built a
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bridge architecture to handle the communication and interaction between existing systems, historical storage and Mylar. They also considered the performance
of communication between systems by generating mechanisms for storing and
collapsing interaction logs.
• Post-usage calibration: Even though a recommendation system is calibrated multiple times during offline experiments and user studies, new requests may arise
after deployment. In the case of Mylar [21], authors realized that daily usage
revealed uncovered tasks and misconceptions about how developers work on related tasks. So, they calibrated the tool by adding clusters to cover related tasks.
In other systems, such as DebugAdvisor deployed in Microsoft [2], tool can be
calibrated based on qualitative feedback gathered from users through surveys as
well as quantitative data collected from usage logs. In DebugAdvisor, authors let
users flag recommendations of the tool as useful or not through a user interface,
and the system automatically adjusts itself in future recommendations.
As mentioned earlier, online experiments are intended to calibrate a recommendation system in real time, which can only be done after the system is deployed.
Thus, data stored in logs as users select, rank or filter some of the recommendations (e.g. CodeBroker in [54]), can be used to calibrate the deployed system
simultaneously, compared to post-usage feedback in the form of surveys.

2 Challenges in Conducting Field Studies
In Section 1, we describe each of five steps required to build a recommendation
system in a real setting. During this step-by-step process, researchers can encounter
several challenges which may slow down or interrupt the activities. These challenges
can be classified into three: Organizational challenges, data collection & quality
challenges, and design challenges.
Organizational challenges reveal themselves mainly in the form of resistance of
software teams to actions required to take (conducting interviews, surveys with the
team, or asking manual work from the team) for building recommendation systems
in a software organization, or in the form of cultural issues, effect of size, or software development methodology used that would affect the process of building such
systems.
Data challenges are potential problems that can be encountered while accessing
data repositories, or related to the quality or accuracy of data that are extracted from
these information sources. Finally, design challenges are related to issues, which
should be considered before building a recommendation system, affecting the performance, usability and reliability of its output.
In this section, we will give examples for these challenges at each step of this
whole process.
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2.1 Organizational challenges
2.1.1 Phase I
Initial meetings with senior management are very essential to define business needs
and negotiate about the recommendation system that will be proposed. However
it is not sufficient to convince only senior management in software organizations.
The success of a field study highly depends on willingness of participants from all
levels (e.g. project managers, designers, analysts, developers and testers) who take
part during construction, calibration and usage of a recommendation system. Technical staff is more likely to know about software artefacts that are actively used
during development (e.g. tools, usage logs, documentation, configuration management systems), which are also required to build a recommendation system. Moreover, recommendation systems often target development team as real users, and
hence, their initial motivation and knowledge about the context, process and possible risks would ease the construction and deployment of these systems. A large
kick-off meeting consisting of software engineers (i.e. designers, analysts, developers and testers), junior and senior managers as well as researchers is necessary to
overcome these challenges at initiating a field study. It is crucial that the recommender system aims to make life easier for software engineers (e.g. analysis, designers, developers, testers, etc.). Otherwise, it is impossible to integrate the usage
of a recommender system into a company’s development life cycle, even if senior
management approves the recommender system during initial meetings. It is very
likely that resistance of software engineers towards the usage of the recommender
system will affect the decisions of senior management in the long run. Therefore,
while building recommender systems with a “bottom-up (from development team to
managers) approach should be preferred than “top-down (from managers to team)
approach.
A recommender system will be useful,only if it provides solutions for company’s
existing and significant software engineering problems. Therefore, identification of
these problems is crucial for the success of the field study. In order to find out the
needs of the company during Phase I, researchers can prefer to use one or more
of the following techniques: Brainstorming sessions, focus groups, interviews or
questionnaires. Below, we summarize the potential challenges regarding these techniques:
Brainstorming and Focus Groups: These techniques are the most suitable,
when researchers are new to a domain and seeking for further explanations. However, it is often hard to schedule a brainstorming session or focus group due to
busy schedules of software engineers. Even after scheduling issues are resolved,
there are other challenges, which need to be tackled, during brainstorming and focus group sessions. Unless the moderator is well trained, brainstorming and focus
groups can become too unfocussed. Moreover, people are not perfect recorders of
events around them. Due to their biases and perceptions, people preferentially remember events that are meaningful to them. Thus, they assess the problems, which
they experience more significant compared to the other software engineering prob-
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lems in the company. For instance, according to a test lead, allocation of testing
resources may be a more significant issue compared to others. On the other hand,
from senior management’s point of view, the most significant problem may be the
cost estimation of a software project. Therefore, during initial meetings, the main
problem that will be addressed in a recommendation system should be clearly specified. Triangulation techniques can be used to mitigate the problems arising due to the
biased data, which is obtained directly from software engineers. For this purpose,
in addition to brainstorming sessions and focus groups, one can employ methods
such as questionnaires, interviews, observation/shadowing, documentation analysis
and investigation of data stored in work databases, version and issue management
systems.
Another issue arises due to sample of participants in these meetings, i.e., convenience sampling. Software engineers and managers who are voluntarily involved to
these meetings and sessions may cause a self-selection bias [24, 40], because they
may have different characteristics from the whole population in a software organization. Therefore, problems indicated by these participants may not reflect company’s actual software engineering problems. Conflicts arising due to convenience
sampling can be resolved through the analysis of company’s annual reports and by
consulting senior managers in the organization.
Interviews and Questionnaires: Interviews and questionnaires are often conducted in the same series of studies, however interviews provides additional information to the answers from the questionnaires [24]. Interviews and questionnaires
rely on self-assessment of respondents about their habits and attitudes. Therefore,
potential challenges in brainstorming sessions and focus groups can also be encountered during interviews and questionnaires (i.e. convenience sampling and availability bias). For instance, in one of the questionnaires conducted by Lethbridge et al.
[24], software engineers reported that reading documentation was a time-consuming
aspect of their job. However, when the researchers observed software engineers
when they are engaged in their work for 40 hours, they hardly saw anyone doing
so. Thus, the information was biased due to the fact that engineers tend to remember events that are meaningful to them.
2.1.2 Phase II
Data collection techniques, which are employed to build recommender systems,
generally involve analysis of documents, source code and history logs, that are obtained from work databases, version and issue management systems. Yet, there are
situations when recommendation systems may also require human intervention, i.e.
direct or indirect intervention from real users, especially for evaluating the systems
or further calibration. In such situations, user opinions can be collected through
questionnaires and interviews. However, interviews are costly and time consuming.
Prior to interviews, appointments needs to be scheduled, and usually the researcher
needs to spend a lot of time in the field to collect responses of practitioners. Software engineers, on the other hand, will exhibit resistance to such interviews due to
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their heavy workloads and tight schedules while rushing for the next release of the
software product.
Another issue arising from organizational challenges is the “missing data problem”. Data collected to feed the recommendation system might be partially or completely missing in the field, or there might be no defined process inside development life cycle that enforces software engineers for manual entry of comments and
required information to company’s work databases, such as version and issue management systems. For instance, recommender systems which predict software defect proneness might suffer from lack of information regarding defective files in
organizations where changes (commits) in the version management system are not
matched with bugs. In such cases, researchers may propose a process change in
software development life cycle in order to handle missing data. However, it is very
likely that development team would not volunteer to increase their daily workload.
In large software engineering organizations, the work performed by software engineers is often managed carefully through problem reporting, change request and
configuration management systems. The rest of the information (e.g. descriptions
and comments) needs to be entered to systems manually. When there is little control
over the quantity and quality of manually entered information, it is very likely to
encounter descriptive fields, which were not filled in. Moreover, some fields might
be filled in different ways by different developers. Comments entered by developers
might contain cryptic abbreviations, which would be expected to form a consistent
picture only in the minds of the software engineers who originally wrote them. In
such cases, one solution would be to consult the comment owners. However, there
are also some situations when a record is old or the software engineer who worked
on it is no longer available.
2.1.3 Phase III & IV
A successful recommendation system should align with the goals of the organization
in order to be successful. During Phase III, developers should work with practitioners to ensure this alignment. In this section, we discuss the challenges related to the
development methodology, organization size and culture of the organization that
may affect Phases III & IV of a recommendation system.
Software development methodologies: In order to align with the organizational
goals, a recommendation system should target one or more parts of a development
methodology and provide a cost effective alternative by automating or reducing the
workload related to those parts. The employed software development methodology
provides clues for solving some of the concerns of the organization. It should be
noted that particular implementation of a methodology in an organization may differ
significantly from its textbook definition. Therefore, it is beneficial to observe the
actual setting or at least the most relevant phase related to the recommendation
system.
Release cycles and development phases change dramatically between iterative/
agile and waterfall-like methodologies [45]. In traditional methodologies, like wa-
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terfall, design, development and testing are clearly separated at least in theory. In
this case, providing detailed reports to guide and increase the efficiency of the next
phase may be beneficial. However, in agile development, software phases tend to
overlap with each other, and instant recommendations during the iterations may be
a better approach compared to recommendations for each phase.
Rascal, a recommendation system developed by McCarey et al. to propose
reusable code snippets from the source code repository is an example of such approaches [29]. Authors initially discussed various shortcomings of the agile methodology, such as lack of support materials and documentation in agile projects. Afterwards, they showed how their recommendation system addresses the problem of
lack of support materials by proposing reusable snippets in the source code to developers with no support documents.
Organization Size: Size (the number of people involved) is an important characteristic of groups, organizations, and communities in which social behavior occurs.
Size is also an indicator about the complexity of an organization [13].
Organization size may affect the organizational needs in several ways. The complexity that emerges with size hinders the capacity of the organization to change
fast. Every small change may be politically challenged by cliques that attempt to
keep the status quo [12]. These political challenges may complicate getting organizational data to calibrate the recommendation system and setting up (implementation and integration) in software organizations. In such cases trust metrics may be
defined for a recommendation system to estimate its real value for an organization
[28].
Organizational Culture: Culture is a broad term with different definitions proposed by different sociologists. For instance, William B. Gudykunst defines culture
as the systems of knowledge shared by a relatively large group of people [17]. In
order to build a successful recommendation system, one should understand the organization’s systems of knowledge, i.e., the organization culture. Organization culture
may affect the knowledge needs and user interface expectations. For this reason,
Chen et al. proposes a survey based approach to understand the key organizational
characteristics before building a recommender [7].
Sociologist Geert Hofstede defines five dimensions in the organizational culture
[20]. Three of the proposed dimensions affect the capacity of change in an organization:
• Term Orientation: Term orientation is the relative importance of future for an
organization [20]. Long term oriented organizations attach more importance to
the future and foster pragmatic values oriented towards rewards, including persistence, saving and capacity for adaptation. In short term oriented organizations,
values promoted are related to the past and the present, such as steadiness and
respect for tradition. Long term oriented organizations introduces new ideas to
the organization such as a new recommender system relatively easier than short
term oriented organizations.
• Uncertainty avoidance index: Uncertainty avoidance index defines the capacity
and willingness of organizations to deal with an uncertain environment [20]. Uncertainty avoidance index may affect the expectation of a company from a rec-
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ommender system. Organizations with high uncertainty avoidance index try to
minimize the occurrence of unknown and unusual circumstances and to proceed
with careful changes step by step by planning and by implementing rules, laws
and regulations. In contrast, low uncertainty avoidance organizations accept and
feel comfortable in unstructured situations or changeable environments and try
to have as few rules as possible.
• Power distance index (PDI): Power distance is the extent to which the less powerful members of organizations accept and expect that power is distributed unequally [20]. Organizations with high PDI depend on the decisions of a few influential people. In these organizations, number of people that must be convinced
about the benefit of a recommender is low but if the influential backers of the
project leaves there is a risk of losing support. On the other hand, organizations
with low PDI tend to make the decisions collaboratively. In these organizations,
convincing the entire organization about benefits of a recommendation system is
harder, but the risk of employee turnover affecting the support is low.
2.1.4 Phase V
The main goal of recommendation systems in software engineering is to help developers through decision making, by intelligently narrowing down all possible alternatives to solve a specific problem, and providing simple, easy-to-use and actionable
recommendations. While doing that, recommendation systems should communicate with existing systems to collect data, analyse patterns, run its prediction engine, store results and report through a user-friendly interface. Unfortunately, due
to complexity of the engine and operations, these systems become too complex and
cumbersome.
Besides, these systems often require calibration, in the form of updating the input
(data) or adjusting the granularity of the output, at several times during their usage.
However, in many software organizations, there is almost no qualified personnel as
data analysts, who can understand the underlying mechanism of recommendation
systems, evaluate outputs and decide when to update input data, how to improve the
performance, and take actions accordingly. Combination of lack of experts in software organizations and complex and heavy systems affects not only the deployment
phase, but also post-deployment/usage phase. Possible solutions to these challenges
can be to design systems with simple and actionable inputs as well as self-adjustable
(automatic calibration) based on new data or user feedback.
In [33], authors argued that even though precision of recommendation systems is
high and reliable, users in a software organization may not trust on the recommendations. Thus, they may not feel like recommendations are useful and help them
solve some of their challenges in daily activities. To increase trust, and hence, usage of these systems, software professionals offered some solutions in [33], such as
simulating social interactions between peers in a recommendation system, or giving
recommendations based on what peers in development teams do or other experts
do.
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2.2 Data challenges
2.2.1 Phase II
“Security and privacy issues” are very likely to arise, since building recommendation systems requires accessing active systems of software organizations, such as
source code, documentation, version management systems. Organizations may not
be willing to share such data with researchers, due to security and privacy issues.
Therefore, during initial meetings and discussions, solutions should be found to
collect data without violating company’s privacy and security policies. For instance,
one or two people form company’s technical staff can be trained to extract required
data from available resources and share anonymously with researchers.
In addition to being related to organizational challenges, “missing data problem”
can also be categorized as a data challenge. Even though organizational challenges
are resolved (i.e. the development team agrees upon a change in the development
process), it will take time to collect enough data to build a recommender system.
For example, in [47], data collection step was problematic at the beginning,
since changes in version control systems were not properly matched with bugs. Researchers called for an emergency meeting with senior managers and development
team to explain the problem and its effects on building a recommender system to
predict pre-release software defects. After this meeting, a process change has been
adopted, initially at pilot projects, such that developers have to provide issue ID
and additional comments about the reason of change, when they make a commit to
the version control system. However, since data collection would take significant
amount of time, in order to minimize time loss, researchers had to propose an alternative solution. This alternative solution was using cross-company (CC) data [49],
in order to build a prototype recommender system. In other words, a two-phase approach was employed: 1) Researchers used imported CC data, which was filtered
via Nearest Neighbourhood (NN) algorithm, to build the recommendation system.
2) The organization started a data collection program. Phase two commenced when
there was enough local data (i.e., Within Company (WC)) to build the final system.
During phase two, the organization would switch to new defect predictors learned
from the WC data.
The problem of missing data is also encountered in datasets, which are used to
build recommendation systems estimating a project’s cost/effort [34], [51]. In empirical software engineering literature, some imputation methods have been employed
to handle missing data problem in cost estimation models. Imputing means to fill
missing values by considering the underlying missing value mechanism [26]. There
are various techniques, which are used in to handle missing data in software cost estimation models [34], [51], [50], [6], [46]. In most case data is missing due to high
data collection costs. This usually is the case in software cost estimation, since the
cost of gathering and reporting data from software projects is non-negligible [11].
Expectation Maximization methods such as EMMI and EMSI are very powerful
techniques [51], [26]. According to the results obtained in the benchmarking analy-
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sis by Twala et al., EMMI gave the highest accuracy results with an excess error of
0.04 [51].

2.3 Design challenges
2.3.1 Phase III & IV
There are many potential design challenges during the building phase of recommendation systems. In this section we provide a partial list of common challenges based
on our experience:
• Scaling challenges:
Large organizations tend to have complex and large software repositories and
hence, dedicated specialists for configuration management. Large software repositories provide rich input data to recommendation systems, yet cause different
challenges during feeding the system with historical data. A system tested on a
100 kLOC repository developed by 5 people may not work for a 10 mLOC repository with multiple branches and 10+ years of development history developed by
1000 people.
Scalability is an important challenge for recommendation systems just like any
other software. Some algorithms scale easily while others fail dramatically when
scaled even on most advanced hardware. On the other hand, data storage needs
may get very high in a real usage scenario or number of concurrent users may
freeze the system. If the recommender runs on a client machine, scalability problems may force developer to terminate the application rather than waiting for
a response. It is easier to address possible scalability issues during design of
recommendation systems in software engineering. Client-server workload distribution, multi-machine scaling availability, data storage estimation are some of
these issues that must be considered in order to avoid scalability problems [27].
• Data privacy challenges: Privacy is a common concern for everyone in the digital age. There should be a frank explanation of what the recommendation system
can and will do with the extracted data in order to avoid the privacy concerns.
If a clear privacy statement is not in effect, people may think the software as a
modern big brother microphone even for the most innocent recommendation systems.Therefore, every recommender system should have a clear and transparent
data privacy policy [36].
• Usability: Usability is a common issue for software systems. A recommendation
system should be easy to configure and should provide actionable outputs. Visualization, live notifications and a user-friendly interface may dramatically affect
the usage of the system. In this regard, observing work patterns of real users of a
recommendation system, and early mock-up designs help researchers to test and
improve the usability of the system [23].
• Is the solution too local? Specific artificial scenarios may overestimate the
model performance during beta testing. User trust to a recommendation system
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may significantly degrade, if the system fails in very common, yet simple scenarios in reality [38].
2.3.2 Phase V
Design of recommendation systems in terms of input, output and the engine is explained in Section 1.2.3. Nevertheless, a redesign approach may be needed before
deployment. During this process, researchers often come across challenges, such as
scalability, privacy, robustness, adaptivity [38]. Privacy in terms of data and user
profiles and scalability have already been discussed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.1.3. Robustness is necessary to provide stability in the presence of fake information provided by developers. Sometimes, developers may try to fake such systems to see
how they behave in the presence of noisy or wrong data. Another situation can be
to provide stability under conditions when there are lots of user requests. Before
deployment, tests are done with a small set of practitioners, and hence, the system
may not operate properly when its client runs on hundreds of developer machines.
Adaptivity is another issue related with rapid changes or shifts in the input data
provided to recommendation systems. In general, recommendation systems should
adapt itself to unusual events, like a system recommending news to readers may
shift its focus for a short period of time due to a disaster [38]. In software engineering, a large scale project with many connected components may produce a lot
more development logs than usual, and hence, it may require different recommendations on topics, such as failure-proneness or reusable components. In such cases,
a recommendations system should adapt itself to such large amounts of data through
filtering or adjustments in existing algorithms. In some cases, additional offline experiments can also be conducted to compare different algorithms.

3 Methodological Issues
In empirical software engineering research, research design should be consistent and
follow certain protocols depending on the research methodology. In this section,
we will mention potential threats that must be addressed in a field study in order
to increase the validity and reliability of results. It must be noted that there are
many aspects that need to be considered in an empirical research depending on
the methodology (e.g. survey in an organization, field experiments for comparing
different approaches, multiple case studies), and hence, we ask the reader to follow
empirical software engineering literature, such as [53, 52, 22].
During building a system, tool or experimenting a new technique in the field,
it may not be necessary to derive general conclusions. However, depending on the
experimentation type (e.g. online experiments, offline experiments, user studies),
possible threats to the validity of results should be considered as early as possible,
generally at the planning phase. For example, when an initial prototype of a system
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is going to be built using offline experiments, internal, construct and conclusion
validity should be considered ([53], p.102). Or when a qualitative analysis as a case
study is conducted to make early analysis on the prototype, case study protocols,
hypothesis analysis and other factors should be considered [55]. If researchers aim to
achieve more general conclusions based on multiple case studies or the field usage,
external validity issues should be considered [53]. Moreover, research design with
cause and effect constructs should be selected by considering replication of the same
design on different setting ([40], p.365).
Field studies require involvement of human subjects, in addition to collection of
information that can help identifying individuals through examination of software
artefacts (e.g. source code and documents). Therefore, ethical issues should be taken
into consideration. Researchers, who do not follow mandated ethical guidelines, risk
losing their cooperation or honesty [41], as well as losing access to funding and
other resources [42]. In empirical software engineering literature, there are some
guidelines, which can help researchers to deal with ethical issues, while conducting
field studies, [43], [44], [52].
In a field study, there is one major issue affecting the whole process from planning to design of experiments or systems/tools, or from evaluation of results to
deployment: Researchers. It is very critical to have domain knowledge, i.e., characteristics and problems of the domain, experience about organizational dynamics,
or have the ability to observe and interpret activities through qualitative and quantitative data in a field study. Researchers who aim to implement recommendation
systems in real settings must combine their knowledge about empirical research
methodologies with their previous knowledge about dynamics of software development, and interpret what they observe to provide useful and practical solutions
for practitioners. In addition, researchers must be careful about the impact of their
own bias when preparing questionnaires, conducting surveys with practitioners and
interpreting analysis results. For example, in [40] (p. 77), researcher bias is briefly
defined and suggestions are given to avoid this throughout questionnaire construction.

4 What is Next?
In this chapter we have discussed field studies in the context of recommendation
systems in software engineering. Our aim is to guide researchers step by step how
to conduct a field study in building recommendation systems. At the beginning of
this chapter, we highlighted the importance of having a research thought process and
its consistency in order to put field studies into perspective. Then, we highlighted
potential challenges throughout this process and suggested solutions to overcome
some of these challenges in software engineering. Our research have been on building recommendation systems with industry partners for years. We have conducted
many field studies, and deployed recommendation systems in the industry. Some of
these models/ systems were successful, and some were not. The aftermath of our
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experiences over the years show that conducting field studies is a rewarding experience both for researchers and practitioners. Software engineering, specifically the
area of recommendation systems, is a rare topic where researchers and practitioners
can work together to solve problems in the domain. We suggest that recommendation systems should be built for the men on the field (analyst, developer, architect,
tester) as part of their routine tasks as tool support/ plug-in [31]. We envision that
such a plug-in should give reasons regarding causalities that are mapped to business objectives and hence, the output of a recommendation system should be easy
to interpret and actionable. Field studies is the only way researchers can understand
the domain and propose technical solutions for real needs of practitioners. We have
seen that it is easy to overcome technical challenges, however, social, organizational
and cognitive challenges are the ones that make or break the adoption and usage of
recommendation systems difficult [31]. That is why we need to conduct more field
studies to explore what is out there, and how we can simplify a problem and propose
simple solutions. Field studies will help us understand some of the areas that were
overlooked such as modelling people aspects of software development in building
recommendation systems, or combining human social interactions with code dependency structure to connect the dots.
Lack of generalizations in field studies is a long debated topic in empirical software engineering. Isolated case studies only show benefits of a recommendation
system in a particular context. However, as researchers we can use the synergies
of other techniques such as machine learning/ data mining to find common patterns, contexts and make generalizations from local models. Such a combination
of software engineering and machine learning can help decision makers to access
enormous amount of data for analysis and to remove errors in their thinking process.
Researchers by building recommendation systems as tools would enable practitioners to query a huge database of different contexts and organizations for making
recommendations [5, 48].Recommendation systems should not be built as offline
number crunching experiments. In order to build a theory, we need to understand
the underlying concepts, and combine them with available data and models [48].
In this sense, field studies are the only way to discover concepts, assumptions and
limitations.
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